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HELD AT: 

PRESENT: 

APOLOGIES: 

VISITOR: 

NEXT MEETING: 19 September 1980. 
VENUE: A.R.H.S. Library Room, Windsor. 

MINUTES QE. rn li8.Q. GENERAL MEETING 

A.R.H.S. Library Room, Windsor, on Friday, 18 
July 1980. The meeting commenced at 2015 hours. 

Jack McLean (Leader), Jum Brough (Minutes 
Secretary), David Langley (Editor & Archivist), 
Roger Jeffries, A. Jungwirth, Keith Lambert, 
John Mccallum, Bruce Mccurry, Stephen McLean, 
Colin Rutledge, John Sinnett, Andrew Wheatland, 
Bob Whitehead. 

Phillip Miller. 

A welcome was extended to Mr. R. Eccles. 

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: adopted as read (Jungwirth/Sinnett). 

BUSINESS ARISING: Show Day Tour - Alan Jungwirth reported details 
of Show Day 1980. The visit this year is to the 
Eastern District to inspect installations on 
the main line between Dandenong and Warragul. 
We meet at Dandenong at about 9.20am and 
inspect the signal box. Departing on the 
10.25am suburban to Pakenham, thence by omnibus 
to Narnargoon, Garfield, Bunyip, Longwarry, 
Drouin and Warra.gul A & B Boxes. We return to 
Melbourne on the 1657 train to Flinders Street 
which is of course "The Gippslander". 

GENERAL BUSINESS: Nil. 

ITEMS OF INTEREST: 1. Alan McKenna nmentioned to Jack McLean that 
there were only four tasks proceeding in his 
area:- a) Geelong line duplication, b) North 
Geelong bulk wheat facilities, c) Ararat
Serviceton CTC, and d) Melbourne Underground 
Rail Loop. 

MEETING CLOSED: 

2. Jack' McLean showed Graeme Inglis' photo of 
Mordialloc station and pointed out that it was 
taken after 1895 (interlocking rods could be 
seen) and before 1898 (no green spectacles in 
the semaphores) . 
3. Colon Rutledge informed the meeting of the 
CTC arrangements on the Ararat-Serviceton line. 
4. John Sinnatt exhibited his recently acquired 
book on American railway accidents. 

at 2115 hours when informal 
continued until about 2215 hours. 

--oOo--

discussion 
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SIGNALLING 6LTERATIONS 

FOSTER. Flashing lights have been provided at 
Station Road level crossing at 107MP + 178m. A new 
up home (light) signal was provided which can be 
cleared from the platform or from the up end plunger 
locked points. A 12 second delay is incurred on the 
clearing of the signal when the approach track is 
occupied or when cleared from the points. The down 
home signal will prevent operation of the flashing 
lights if a down train approaches and the signal is 
at Stop. 

DIMBOOLA. Signalling diagram No 16'80 became 
effective and diagram No 2'77 was cancelled. Boom 
barriers were provided inlieu of hand gates at High 
Street (Western Highway) level crossing. A new up 
home signal, post 3B, was provided protecting the 
level crossing. A disc was added to post 7 (lever 
51) for moves from No 1 towards Siding B. Post 5B 
was abolished. Two new dwarf (light) signals were 
provided to control movements over the level 
crossing along Siding B. The down dwarf is worked by 
lever 55 and the up by lever 33. Two notice boards 
lettered "TRAINS MUST NOT ENTER ROADWAY UNTIL BOOM 
BARRIERS ARE LOWERED" were provided along with stop
start push buttons for manual control of the booms 
to control movements to and from the Oil Company's 
siding. 

MERBEIN. The up and down home signals together 
the plunger locking was removed. The main 
points at each end will be worked by CCW levers 
secured by hand locking bars. 

with 
line 
and 

BOX HILL-LABURNUM. The flashing lights at Cemetery 
Avenue were removed following the closure of the 
level crossing. 

NORTH GEELONG C BOX. The up distant signal on post 
12 has been fixed at caution. 

SOMERVILLE. Flashing lights have been provided at 
Park Lane level crossing. The up home signal has 
been replaced by a light signal and a new down home 
(light) signal provided. The up home signal is 
worked from the existing quadrant lever and the down 
from push buttons located on the platform or at the 
down end points. 

WALLAN. No 35 points, from up line to sidings were 
taken out of service. Posts 13 and 17 were removed. 
The point indicator attached to the up end of 31 
points was also removed. 

MANGALORE. The up home signal, post 11, was moved 84 
metres in the down direction. 

(continued on page 50.) 
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SINGLE LINE WORKING QH TiiE VICTORIAN RAILWAYS 

A review of fifty years of operating 
single lines by electric train staff. 

(Reprinted from "The Railway Gazette", December 24, 1948.) 

The electric staff system for working single lines was 
introduced on the Victorian Railways on 21 April 1897 and en 
inconspicuous reference appearing in the Weekly Notice No 41 of 
that year stated that: On Wednesday 21st next, the present tablet 
instruments in use between Moorabool and Gheringhap will be 
withdrawn and electric staff instruments substituted. 

Miniature electric staffs end instruments were introduced on 
the Buangor-Dobie-Ararat sections in 1912 end by the end of 1913, 
the single line sections between Melbourne end Serviceton, and 
Mangalore and Albury, were similarly equipped. In 1926, automatic 
exchangers were introduced at staff stations between Me.ngalore 
and Wodonga, end since have been installed at other stations. The 
delivery apparatus is formed by a steel cup, in which the pouch 
and ring are held by steel springs. The receiving portion 
consists of a spear at the end of en impact breaking spiral. The 
exchanger hoop is a large wad of leather about 25mm thick and 
150mm in diameter which is passed through a roll of leather and 
fastened by a strap. 

INTERMEDIATE SIDINGS 
The staff locking of intermediate sidings had begun before 

the electric staff and was made standard on all electric staff 
sections. At the present time, practically all intermediate 
sidings and points in staff sections are staff locked. With the 
type of staff locking in use, the rear end of the large pattern 
electric staff is inserted in a lock on a sleeper next to the 
points. A turn to the right releases the points, the operation of 
which back locks the staff in the lock. On replacement of the 
points to normal, the staff can be released. The main line points 
are generally connected to safety points, catch points or 
derails. A drawer type of lock provides similar protection at 
places where a miniature electric staff is used. 

DIVIDE!l S.IAEE. 
The first use of divisible electric staffs for relaxing the 

rigidity of electric staff working was not for permissive 
working. 

Some time between 1990 or 1901, it became necessary to open 
Connewarre as a staff station occasionally to enable race end 
ballast trains to leave and rejoin the main line there. To avoid 
the provision of electric staff instruments there, end 
maintenance as a permanent electric staff station, a special 
staff was provided in the instrument at Queenscliff Junction for 
the section to Mount Moriac. On the release of this staff it was 
separated end the two portions of it provided the two train 
staffs for the short sections Queenscliff Junction-Connewarre end 
Connewarre-Mount Moriac. Staff tickets end ticket boxes were 
provided at these three places, enabling staff end ticket working 
(with telegraph block} to be worked, The staff for the section 
Connewarre-Mount Moriac was sent to end returned from Connewarre 
as a parcel, and on return of the two portions to Queenscliff 
Junction, their insertion in the instrument there enabled normal 
working to be resumed on the electric staff section to Mount 
Moriac. 
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Other variations of this idea have been used, 
use of three piece staffs, the centre piece being 
to release the interlocking at the intermediate 
special staff is now known as a Divided Staff and 
opening seven temporary staff stations. 

including the 
used as a key 
station. This 

is provided for 

The divisible electric staff, as used to enable purely 
following movements to be made, did not appear until October 
1907, when a special staff was provided in the electric staff 
instrument at Croydon for the Lilydale section. This enabled two 
trains to be in that electric staff section but separated by the 
working of Mooroolbark as a telegraph block post. 

The special staff, on withdrawal, could be unscrewed into 
three portions known as Staff, Ticket A and Ticket B. The section 
was then virtually worked as one staff and ticket section. The 
driver of the first train was given Ticket A and shown the Staff. 
On the telegraphed advice of the arrival of the first train at 
Mooroolbark, the second train, the driver of which carried Ticket 
Band also saw the Staff portion, was allowed to leave Croydon. 

Similarly the third driver carried the Staff portion and the 
second and third trains waited at Mooroolbark until the previous 
trains had arrived clear at Lilydale. When all three portions 
were reassembled and inserted in the instrument at Lilydale, 
normal electric staff working was resumed. This arrangement was 
in use for many years on Sundays, from February 1908 until April 
1922 when Mooroolbark was opened as a permanent staff station. 

Composite staffs (as this special staff is now known) are 
used on 82 sections. 

SHORT STAFF WORKING 
The Divided Staff offered one solution to the problem of 

opening staff stations for short periods, such as Curdies River 
Junction and Burrumbeet Racecourse Junction. Similar relief was 
obtained at times by the working of two staff and ticket sections 
inlieu of one electric staff section, the electric staff being 
withdrawn and the two staffs for the new sections released by the 
Block and Signal Inspector. This arrangement is still used when 
necessary, particularly where a staff station is required for one 
crossing only. However, some method of working electric staff on 
both long and short sections soon proved necessary. 

The first use of a switching instrument occured at Timboon 
Junction (late Curdies River Junction) in 1911. The switching 
instrument consisted of a box with three apertures and containing 
the electric switches for the circuits concerned and is situated 
at the part time staff station. In the outer of the three 
apertures are normally the two electric staffs for the short 
sections. On the insertion of the long section staff in the 
central aperture and its subsequent back locking, the long 
section staff lines are interrupted and the two short section 
staffs released. It will be seen that.as a long section staff is 
needed at the intermediate station, a train is needed to enable 
the station to be so opened. 

The instruments for the opening and closing of an electric 
staff station independently of a train were used for two 
consecutive stations - Pirron Yallock and Pomborneit - being 
enabled to switch out, forming the long section Colac-Camperdown. 
This installation, which is for miniature electric staff, was 
made in 1929. 

The next installation of switching instruments took place at 
Deep Lead and Wal Wal on the main western line in March 1932. The 
switching out of these stations enabled two long sections 
Stawell-Glenorchy-Lubeck - to be worked and the process of 
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switching in or out can be performed without a train. The 
switching is complicated by the stations being interlocked and at 
Deep Lead, tracklocked between distant signals. Miniature 
electric staff is used on all sections. 

The apparatus consists of a switching instrument, with three 
apertures connected by a rod to a lever lock operated by the 
closing lever, and a key switch showing the information "IN" or 
"OUT", these two items being located at the intermediate station. 
When the station is switched out, a staff for each local section 
is secured in the two outer apertures of the switching 
instrument, the key switch shows "OUT" and the signals for the 
main line are cleared in both directions. 

To allow Deep Lead, for example, to switch in, after the 
Deep Lead key switch has been turned to "IN", Stawell B Box and 
Glenorchy hold down their bell keys and this enables the Deep 
Lead closing lever to be placed in the mid-position. The signal 
levers, and subsequently the closing lever, are then placed to 
normal, the latter releasing the locking on the two local staffs 
in the outer receptacles of the switching instrunment. The 
working of the closing lever also interrupts the through staff 
line wire and short section working can be commenced. 

Switching out is accomplished by the insertion and locking 
of two local staffs in the outer receptacles of the switching 
instrument, the turning of the key switch to "OUT" and after 
operating the closing lever to mid-position, the signals can be 
cleared both ways. The placing of the closing lever in the full 
reverse position completes the through circuit and long section 
working can be resumed. 

The interlocking at these stations can be freed for shunting 
purposes by the insertion of a long section staff in the centre 
aperture of the switching instrument and the moving of the 
closing lever. The staff is then back locked until the 
replacement of all points and signals to their correct position 
(as when switched out) and the replacement of the closing lever. 

Thirty five electric staff stations are now provided with 
these switching instruments, of whoich 16 use large staffs, 17 
are interlocked and 4 are tracklocked . 

.QQNSECUTIYE STATIONS 
A further development of this type of switching with large 

electric staffs took place on the south western line in May 1940, 
when Panmure and Allansford, adjacent staff stations were enabled 
to switch out to form the long section Terang-Warrna.mbool. 

These stations are non-interlocked, and consequently the 
apparatus is simplified. A two aperture switching instrument is 
provided at Pe.nmure and Allansford, and during long section 
working, the staffs for the sections Panmure-Allansford and 
Allansford-Warrna.mbool are secured in the instrument at 
Allansford, while a staff for the section Terang-Panmure section 
is secured in the right hand aperture of the instrument at 
Panmure. To switch in, the holding down of through section bell 
keys at both Terang and Warrnambool enables the two local staffs 
to be released at Allansford. On the insertion of the Panmure
Allansford staff at Allansford and the withdrawal of another at 
Panmure, this staff is inserted into the left hand aperture at 
Panmure which releases the Terang-Panmure staff. 

To switch out, the three local staffs are placed in their 
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opening of Connewarre as a staff station to enable branch trains 
to leave and rejoin the main line there; this arrangement was 
before the introduction of intermediate or subsidiary electric 
staff instruments, the first of whoch was provided at Chiltern 
Valley Ballast Siding in the electric staff section Springhurst
Chiltern in April 1922. On the arrival and shunting clear of the 
main line. and the staff locked points restored to normal, the 
electric staff for the section is inserted in the intermediate 
instrument, thus restoring the phase of the two other instruments 
and allowing main line traffic to pass through the section. 
Similarly, the extraction of a staff there enables the side 
tracked train to rejoin the main line and proceed in either 
direction. Intermediate instruments are provided at fifteen 
places. 

During the earlier years of WW2, it was necessary to 
construct a number of crossing loops on three of the interstate 
main lines, to reduce the running times between previous crossing 
stations. On those, a divided staff provided the necessary train 
staffs for use on the two short sections thus formed but where 
miniature instruments were in operation, special apparatus had to 
be provided. 

This consisted of a special switch box at the electric staff 
station on the upside. In the two outer apertures of this box are 
secured the two train staffs during electric staff operation. On 
the insertion of a miniature staff in the centre aperture, the 
two train staffs are released and the staff for the remote 
section waybilled to the intermediate station with the guard of 
the first train, similarly to the divided staff. Eight of these 
pieces of apparatus were provided simultaneously in October 1940. 

fil:AEE. EXCHANGE BOXES 
There have been a number of different methods of allowing 

trains to work through electric staff stations outside the 
attendence of the signalman. During the early 1900's, a staff box 
was in use at various stations, in which the signalman left the 
electric staff for the section ahead before going off duty. The 
guard of the train, provided with a key to the box, exchanged the 
staffs and on resumption of duty by the signalman, usually next 
morning, the staff for the section in the rear was placed in the 
instrument and provided train arrival had been received from the 
staff station in advance, train arrival was given to the staff 
station in the rear. 

These staff boxes were gradually replaced by the Staff 
Exchange Box, in which the staff for the section in the rear 
allowed and was subsequently back locked by. the relase of the 
staff for the forward section. 

A modification of the staff box principle involving the use 
of the composite staff enables up to three trains to work through 
temporarily unattended staff stations under these conditions. 
Telephone block is maintained between the two adjacent attended 
stations or in some cases the guard telephones his arrival from 
the intermediate station. 

In May 1929, two installations of automatic instruments were 
made. These were at Mysia and Barraport, the sections being 
Korong Vale B-Mysia-Boort-Barraport-Quambatook. On holding down 
his bell key and operating the magneto generator, the signalman 
at Korong Vale B Box, for instance, can extract a staff without 
the attendence of a signalman at Mysia. The guard of the train, 
on arrival of the train at Mysia, replaced the staff for the 
section in the rear and asks permission from Boort for a staff in 
the normal way. It will be seen that these installations are only 
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automatic at one end. The great difficulty with automatic 
instruments at such unattended stations is the provision of 
signalling such that a clear run into the station is provided for 
trains from either direction and at the same time preventing two 
trains from arriving together. 

This is covered by the provision of an up and a down 
automatic signal, normally showing a Stop indication, which are 
approach cleared by an arriving train and return to the Stop 
position when the platform is occupied, when the facing points 
are unlocked or when a train is approaching from the opposite 
direction. 

To enable electric staffs which have accumulated at one end 
of the section to be transferred to the other end, portable 
balancing magazines were installed on the Bacchus Marsh-Ingliston 
section and other sections in 1920, and there are now 38 such 
magazines in use. One of the causes of accumulating staffs is 
where a large number of trains proceed in one direction during 
long section working and in the reverse direction during short 
section working. 

The attachment of the balancing magazine to the rear of the 
miniature electric staff instrument in which the staffs have 
accumulated allows the staffs to be passed from the instrument to 
the magazine and its removal relocks the magazine and the rear 
aperture of the instrument. The magazine is forwarded to the 
other station as a parcel and the staffs placed in the instrument 
there. 

Victorian Railways now have electric staff working in use on 
311 sections covering 2160 miles, where it has a fine record for 
the reliable and safe operation of single lines. 

--000--
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SIGNALLING ALTERTIONS 
(continued from page 44) 

KYABRAM. Flashing lights were provided at Church 
Street level crossing at the down end. The up home 
signal was replaced by a light signal located on the 
down side of the crossing. A new down home (light) 
signal was also provided. The up home signal is 
still operated from the existing signal quadrant and 
the down home is operated from push buttons on the 
platform or at the down end points. 

EAST RICHMOND-EAST CAMBERWELL. Signalling diagram 
No 23'80 became effective and diagram No 8'72 was 
cancelled. Two crossovers have been provided at East 
Richmond, worked from Flinders Street E Box, to 
enable trains stopping at East Richmond to proceed 
to or have come from the Underground Loop. Automatic 
signals L83 and 896 were renumbered 304 and 373 
respectively whilst automatic signals L87, 890 and 
L90 were converted to home signals 306, 371 & 391. 
An additional home signal No 328 was also provided. 

BURNLEY. In conjunction with the issue of diagram 
No 23'80, the signals have been renumbered and the 
instructions regarding No 38 home signal now apply 
to home signal 338. The crossover shown on the 
diagram from the down Through Box Hill line to the 
Glen Waverley line at Burnley is not available for 
use at this stage. 

--000--


